Pride and Prejudice
Jane Austen

Understanding by design
Rationale
Whose mother does not desire that her daughter marry well? How often have we made or had a horrible first impression of someone and then found out how wrong it was? Who has not wanted to hide whenever family members embarrass them? 
Both male and female high school students relate and understand to all of these situations. They see these issues in television shows, movies, and modern literature or perhaps in their own lives on a daily basis. For this reason, any twelfth grade English class should appreciate and enjoy reading Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice. 
This novel is full of themes and central motivating ideas, such as love, family, money, community, and prejudice. These themes are universal and are still important to today's readers. Through activities, classroom discussion, and different assignments students will be able to relate the characters, events, and plot of the novel to their own lifestyle. This will help make the novel exciting and relevant. The language and the cultural differences could be difficult barriers for some students to work around. Hopefully through the instruction and the activities, as well as research and learning more about the time period, the students will be able to appreciate the beauty and enjoyment of the language and Austen's style and the different way of life during England in the early 1800s. 
One important reason for studying this novel is because it is very useful in comparing two cultures. There are many similarities between today's society and Austen's society. Through research and reading the novel students learn about the customs, fashions, and social situations and divisions that existed then. By comparing them to today's customs, fashions, and social situations students become cultural critics. They can analyze behavior and reasons through the comparison and application. 
Though many students may have already formed an early judgment or opinion about Jane Austen and/or Pride and Prejudice, they will hopefully keep an open mind and an enthusiastic attitude about the assignments. It is also important for the teacher to do the same thing. While pointing out the different areas for comparison and the ways that the themes are used, there are other wonderful aspects of the book that the students can learn from. 
The characters and relationships in the novel are real and funny. Who can't help but laugh at Mr. Collins, cringe in embarrassment over Mrs. Bennett, cheer on Lizzy, and love Mr. Darcy?  Characterization exercises will help the students understand the characters even more.  Another of Austen's strengths is her writing style and her unique perspective. 
Combining all of the different things that students can gain from reading and exploring, Pride and Prejudice reveals how useful and effective the unit can be.  Above all of those reasons, students hopefully will have fun and enjoy a wonderful and timeless novel.
http://english.byu.edu/Novelinks/reading%20strategies/Pride%20and%20Prejudice/rationale.htm


Objectives
Students will….
	identify, discuss, analyze and understand structural elements of the story and how they impact its meaning, including: 
	character development

themes, especially those that persist over time
the importance of setting 
	elements of style used by Austen, such as irony, word choice, point of view, tone, foreshadowing, narration, etc. 	

	understand that a novel reflects real life and is influenced by the culture from which it emerges. 
	explore how language can be used for power and control by communicating ideological beliefs and/ or by challenging them.   

interact with a variety of texts and genres to enhance their understandings of Pride and Prejudice and to learn how texts exist in dialogue with each other. 
understand that it is necessary to critique our own subconscious values, perceptions, and opinions of the world. 
	demonstrate an understanding of persisting societal ideologies, including traditional beliefs about superiority in terms of class and gender. 
	identify similarities between today’s society and Austen’s world through comparing and contrasting the two eras. 
	 formulate literary claims about the novel and use these claims to draft sophisticated essays. 

Essential Questions

	Questions regarding class
	In what ways are we similar to and different from people in other classes? 
	What is societal snobbery? How do people label or stereotype based on social status and class perceptions?
	Etiquette—the distinction between good and bad manners—plays a major role in the world of the novel.  Which characters are rude or tacky?  In what specific ways?  How does the behavior of polite characters differ?  Why do you think social form and appearance are so important in this culture?  In what ways does the modern world view manners similarly?  Differently?


	Questions regarding pride and prejudices
	What is prejudice?  Pride?  
	How do they influence how we treat others?
	What are the shaping forces of prejudices?
	What are advantages and disadvantages of having pride?  Of revealing one’s pride?


	Questions regarding parenting
	What does the novel revel about parenthood?
	What parental responsibilities do people have towards their children?

How do we define good parenting? 

	How do texts construct, reinforce or challenge persisting ideologies and traditional beliefs?  How do we construct meaning from what we read? 


	What is the real meaning of success?  Independence?  Prejudice?  Happiness? Beauty?


	How are insight, maturity, understanding, and integrity not always related to age, social standing, or formal education?


	What do our personal values, moral choices and ethical beliefs reveal about us?


	How easily are people influenced by first impressions? How much is invested in first impression?


	 A moralist attempts to educate readers about the principles of right and wrong that he or she feels should govern human life.  What principles does Pride and Prejudice espouse?  Which specific incidents and characters bring out these principles?



Teaching and learning strategies

*cooperative learning						
*demonstration						*technology			
 *discussion groups					*note taking/lecture		
*grouping						*question and answer	
*interactive video/disc					* student presentations


Anticipatory Set: Students will receive a hand-out entitled “A Brief Introduction to Pride and Prejudice” before they begin reading the book, which highlights some specific themes and topics that we will later focus on in class discussions. On our first day talking about the book, students will complete an entrance slip on their reactions to Volume 1. I will read these aloud anonymously, and they will serve as our avenue into discussion of the novel.  

Activities
exploring the social and historical context of the novel
	entrance slips (DINs) 
	small group work	
whole class and small group discussions
reading and analyzing specific aspects of the texts 
	practicing writing literary claims
	overhead note-taking on various PowerPoint presentations 		
	media literacy: comparing and contrasting the novel to the movie 
	introduction to and studying critical theories 
	thematic analyses of reoccurring themes in the novel 
	in depth analyses of the function of the various letters


Materials/Resources
Pride and Prejudice, both the novel and 2 video versions 
Technology Applications and resources (Smartboard, Youtube, television) 
Hand-outs provided by the instructor 
Critical theory
The function of the letters
Thematic analyses

Assignments
Blog on a variety of questions relating to the book for homework
Participation in group activities in class.
Read the entire novel 


Forms of Assessment:
nightly homework assignments 	on Blackboard, in which quantity and quality of response factor into each students’ grade		
participation in class discussions and virtual discussions 				
Students will write an in-class essay using a former AP exam, in which Pride and Prejudice is a focus text. For the essay, students will have to develop a literary claim. 
presentation (oral/group work)	
In class activities, various exercises 
Quotes trivia (in small groups, students will have to identify 100 quotes  from the novel by selecting the appropriate speaker) 

